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New Computer System To Be
Installed By End Of Month
BY ANDREW D. GOLDMAN
The College of Wooster hat pur-
chased a new mini-comput- er. It
new terminals, and an extensive
cable network which will bring
"state of the art" computer
nology to Wooster students and
faculty. The purchase has been
made possible through the gener-
ous contribution of an anonymous
donor.
The computer is to be delivered
at the end of this month, and is to
be connected to the tele-vide- o ca-
bles which are currently being
instilled on the campus by a Cleve-
land cable firm.
"The computer communication
on the cable takes up roughly 20
percent of the available communi-
cations space," said E. Carl Zim-
merman, director of Academic
Computer Services.
. Zimmerman said that there is the
capability with the new system of
bringing cable and educational tele-
vision to the campus, as well as
, live and pre-tape- d lectures, recitals
and plays.' .
--The comnuter. a VAX U750 by
'"' "THrital Eouiament. was Hi at intro- -
'"S-duce- d in 1S81, and can be expected
to "fulfill the needs of the College
! for at least the next fiveto seven
years." said William Snoddy. Vice-Preside- nt
for Business and Finance
at the College. . - -- '
. The purchase of cables. 19 new
terminals and the VAX will cost
approximately $300,000. This cost
will be covered by a donation given
to the school to "enhance educa-
tional programs of the College, and
develop new educational programs
at the College." Snoddy said.
Some other colleges which pos-
sess similar computer systems in-
clude Cal Tech. Denison, Hiram
and Mnskingunu However, the only
other schools which have a cable
network are Brown University.
Dartmouth. Stanford University
and West Point.
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There were several reasons the
College chose not to use the exist-
ing telephone lines used by most
schools, but rather the new cable
system. The network uses what is
called a broad-ban-d cable, which is
the type of wiring used for cable
television. -
Vlct-Preside- nt Hu-wtrd- 'a open let-
ter to the campus on the new
computer system appears on Pagei
The phone communications sys-
tem is no longer economical or
efficient' because- - of the almost
certain need for an unpredictable
amount of expansion in the future,
both "Snoddy and Zimmerman indi--
Voice Editorship
Applicants Sought
Amplications for editor of The
Wooster Voice for the 1983-8- 4 aca
demic year are now-- being -- accept-
- Students interested in applying
for the position must submit a
letter of. application, biography,
and at least two letters of recom-
mendation to Dr. Glenn R. Bucher,
Chairman. Publications Commit-ti- w.
The College of Wooster. AddU- -
cations and other materials must
be submitted to The Publications
Committee before the end of
classes. Friday. March 11, 1983.
Selections for editor will be made
at the beginning of the spring
quarter. Term of office begins in
September.Questions or inauiries should be
addressed to Dr. Bucher. or to
Timothy E. Spence, Editor, The
Wooster Voice.
y
George Kreps spoke at the Great Decisions Lecture last
Thursday on the current economic, crisis in Mexico.
Photograph by David Smbpli. v v, :;h-yt- f 'X
eated.
The broad-ban- d cable is signifi-
cant due to the fact that by sending
information on an almost infinite
number of wave-link- s, it has almost
HmHiMi communications potential.
The broad-ban- d cable is also ad-
vantageous in that every outlet on
the cable -- is capable of receiving
and dispatching computer commu-
nications to any other outlet on
campus, allowing peripheral hard-
ware as well as the main computer
to be placed at any outlet location
on campus, Zimmerman said.
The College is expecting to be
able to have up to 33 people on line
at any given time, not including
students' personal computers, with
the potential of more through the
addition of terminals, memory,
hard discs, and perhaps in a
Couple of years a second comput-
er.
The computer classes will proba-
bly begin using the new --system in
the fall of 1983 to allow time for
what College Relations Officer Pe-
ter Havholm termed as "flaws in
the beginnin&ILZimmerman stated.
that he hopes, to have some- - of his
higher level classes using the new
machinery before .the end of this
academic year.
The College is at present encour-
aging students to purchase their
own personal computers, although
Zimmerman declined to give a
recommendation for any particular
brand'of machine. Zimmerman
said he has been making attempts
to make machines available to
students at a .reasonable price,
although at this point he says' he
has not been successful
Zimmerman showed interest in
the new Digital Personal Computer
which he believes may integrate
better with the school's system
than other microcomputers. Stu-
dents will be able to connect their
personal computers, and have the
power of both machines at, their
disposal.
Doug Hughes, director of the
Department of Computer Science
at Denison, said that he is very
pleased with Denison's VAX, and
that he is considering the purchase
of a second machine to deal with
the greatly increased demand by
all departments in the university.
INTERNATIONAL FAIR
The INTERNATIONAL FAIR is
here! Tables representing about 23
countries are set" up in the down-
stairs Lowry area starting at 11
this morning and will be there until
$ this afternoon.
Meanwhile, various activities will
be going on in the Lowry Pit; these
include: folk dances from different
countries, singing in various lan-
guages, exhibits of the art of writ--
ina iiKcclno. and other things.
ALL are welcome and encouraged
to stop by, chat with the people
behind the tables, find out more
about the WORLD!
Jenny Dean, a junior, was elected President of the
Student Government Association Wednesday night. She
defeated Kevin Nahigian 350 to 288. Photograph by Philip .
Uudercuffler.
Special Students Benefit
From Slater Program ;
By Slater
Their names are Kevin. Tracy,
and David. They come from , all
corners of Wayne County to Woos-
ter. In Wooster. they find friends,
love and learning. They find it at
the Ida Sue School for the Mentally
and Physically Handicapped.
Slater House, a program bouse
on the College campus, works with
the Ida Sue School- - The house
members. 12 Juniors and one sopho-
more, spend at least two hours a
week working with the Ida Sue
students.
Some of the programs Slater is
involved in are basketball, swim--
mina. tutoring. Boy Scouts and
riding buses that take the students
home; All of these activities involve
either one or two hours per week. -
Vince Nalbone. a junior biology
malor. swims on Wednesdays dur
ing the Convocation hour and tutors
on Mondays. "I like the basic skills
that we teach the students. Some of
the things which we do include
teaching the letters of the alphabet
and helping students read simple
books," said Nalbone.
Art Bailey, a junior music major.
Lsaid, "I work with the Boy Scout
Troop. They have an accredited i
troop. It teaches them the basic
scouting skills, group unity and
gives, them a chance, to have fun i
-
.
together.'
"Swimming is one of the best
things I have . ever done,! said
Dave Bryan, a junior speech com-
munications major. "Not only do
you get some exercise every week,
you gain a friend for life. These-kid- s
are so much fun. you-- never
want to get out of the pooL"
Election Results '
The following are the results of
the student government elections
as issued by the Student Govern- -
ment Association Wednesday night.
President: Jenny Dean, 350; Kev .
in Nahigian. 288.
Vice-Preside- nt: Dave Riley, 382;
Jim LaPoIla. 197.
Secretary:' Heather Brownell.
534.
Treasurer: Mark McClurg, 498. '
Financial Affairs Committee:
Sarah Mortensen, 525.
Social Concerns Committee:
Scott Ferguson. 357; Drew Lorin-ge- r.
187. -
'S.S. and S.P.: Dan Green, 454.
Campus Council: Susan Clydes-
dale. 447; John Murphy. 347; Dave
Rlmmler, 314; Gary Peterson. 281;
John Michael Mlano. 158.
. . M i li
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Sharon And Peace
The Israeli cabinet's call for the resignation of Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon following the release of the Beirut massacre report is
ultimately justified given Mr. Sharon's earlier testimony that he
knew more about the safety of Palestinian refugees than he was
initially willing to admit Hopefully, Mr. Sharon's resignation will
hush the overzealous opponents of the Israel move into Lebanon
which was occasioned by stepped-u-p terrorist activity against Israel.
Last summer when the Begin government moved into Lebanon to
counter the terror perpetuated by the Soviet-backe- d Palestinian
Liberation Organization, American media launched an attack of its
own on the Israeli military and civilian commands. Rarely was there
mention or even realization of the caches of Soviet arms held by the
PLO or its hostile ally-in-arm- s. Syria. Nor was there much attention
given to the self-jeopardizi- ng actions taken by Israeli troops to
protect civilian populations from bombs, bullets and the PLO troops
who used citizens as cover.
It seems, in short, that Israel was given the shaft for trying to
defend civilians, much as American troops were victims of their own
good-wi- ll in Vietnam. "
When President Reagan announced his peace plan for the
Mideast last September, his earnest hope for immediate peace failed
to consider the problems which were bound to occur, and which were
bound to be more serious if Israeli troops had been swiftly swept
back to their homeland in accordance with the President's wishes.
Mr. Reagan and critics of Israel most notably the PLO
insisted on the immediate withdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanon.
Mr. Reagan, with the blessing of the United Nations, President
Gemayel of Lebanon, and armed contingents from France and Italy,
sent peacekeeping forces to Beirut in spite of the faet that an earlier
task force was unable to prevent the Beirut massacre.
The foreign contingents have amounted to no more than 8000, a
small number to police a nation which for centuries has been the
battleground of Muslims, Christians, and Jews. With one Gemayel
assassinated, another working with a fledgling government, and the
Reagan administration attempting to arrange a pacific agreement
between warring parties, the worst thing that could have overcome
Lebanon was the total withdrawal of Israeli forces. In the absence of
that stability, Lebanon would have been prime prey for the expelled
PLO, extremist Muslims, or Syrians.
The Lebanese situation now is a mesh of confusion. Yet with the
Palestinian militia threat gone, and with Syrians chased from the
country, the Gemayel government has a chance at bringing peace.
As for Israel, the resignation of Sharon and appointment of current
Ambassdor Moshe Arens to the defense spot will add credibility to
that all-import- ant position. Though a hard-line- r, Arens is respected
in the United States, and exudes an atmosphere of humanism and
gentleness.
The Begin government is now demonstrating a stability not seen
since last summer, before the massacre and its subsequent
investigations. With Mr. Gemayel in a comfortable standing with his
country, Israel now deserves the complete support once accorded it,
and efforts should be continued to reach rapprochement between the
Mideast's contending factions.
Timothy E. Spence
Dixon Uses Voice
For Personal Causes
Editor:
I am sick and tired of hearing
complaints about the Jerry Garcia
Concert being turned down for
Wooster. These complaints have
come entirely from The Voice, Ken
Dixon, and only a handful of others.
Of course their major argument is
that the concert would at least
break even financially. They base
this on 300 signatures (not even
commitments) from students who
would pay $7 to see only a single
member of a band that saw its
artistic and commercial peak in the
late sixties and early seventies.
According to the recent article in
the Feb. 4 edition of The Voice,
Timken Gymnasium would have to
be filled "to make the Garcia
booking financially feasible." In
DANIEL C.EOWES
EDITH E. MeGAMDY
C3AXLSST. AIXEK3
Adrertising Mgr.
Editors
today's economy with such "other"
bis names of the oast such as
Linda Ronstadt and Blondie, play
ing to half-capaci- ty arenas inai are
not much bigger than Timken, how
does Ken Dixon plan on making a
Jerry Garcia concert at least break
even? Only such big name groups
as the Who and the Rolling Stones
em guarantee a sellout these days.
Of course there is the claim from
Dixon and friends that "Dead
Heads" will abound from all over
the state to the small community of
Wooster, thus possibly producing
the true "Woodstock II." What
ntxnn falls to realize, however, is
that Jerrv Garcia bv himself is lust
not worth several hours of driving
Continued on Page 3
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Voice Criticized For Lack
Of Carnival Coverage
Dear Editor:
The 1983 Winter Carnival was
viewed as a success by many
participants and spectators. How-
ever, the success was apparently
not important enough to warrant
any coverage by the staff writers of
the VOICE. In fact, up to this point.
the VOICE has been more con-
cerned with "Doo-Do- o in Woo"
than planned student activities. As
a responsible editor of our college
paper, you should concern yourself
with major campus-wid- e events
such as the Winter Carnival and
make that concern obvious in the
content of the paper.
On Monday, Feb. 7, organizers of
the Winter Carnival inquired as to
the extent of the coverage by the
VOICE on the four day event. We
were appalled to find absolutely no
coverage had been undertaken.
News Services provided photogra-
phy coverage of the events. Alumni
House had representatives present
during the events. Even the INDEX
took notice of the Winter Carnival.
But no VOICE.
We took it upon ourselves to
provide the VOICE with materials
from which a story or photo-essa- y
could have easily been written.
News Services --worked overtime to
provide photographs of the. Carni-
val in order to meet the VOICE
deadline. The editor-in-chi-ef of the
VOICE freely gave assurances that
if the deadline was met, the materi- -
Tessie Thanks
Latin Week
Contributors
Dear Editor,
rd like to thank all the people
who wrote articles' for the Latin
America Week excerpt for their
willingness, their time and effort
Without everyone's cooperation, we
could not have put It together. I
would also like to extend my appre-
ciation to those who read, dis-
cussed, enjoyed and disagreed with
the articles presented.
Tessie Txavaras
The Internationalist
als would go to print The deadline
was met but the assurances were
not Why?
When as much time as was
invested in the organization and
execution of the Winter Carnival
Activity by so many members of
the campus, the VOICE should take
notice. People wonder why campus-wid- e
apathy is so prevalent in
Wooster. It starts right in our own
school newspaper.
Let's have less coverage of the
VOICE staff and more sincere and
adequate coverage of current stu-
dent activities. Despite the incom-
petence of the coverage, those who
participated in the 1983 Winter
Carnival know just how much of a
success it was.
Kevin Nahigian
Dave Bryan
George Gould
Bob LaMonte
ShuU's Gape
Reconsidered
To the Editor:
Perhaps one should notlook a
gift photo in the mouth, even when
the latter is wide open in seeming
rage. Even so. enough people have
misunderstood my mug shot, in last
week's Issue, to prompt this note.
As those who were at the meeting
will testify, I was not at the time
either moderating a panel (story to
the left of the picture) or engaging
in a "heated exchange" (caption
above it). I was reading a dramatic
poem by the Russian, Yevgeny
Yevtushenko, urging Russia and
America to overcome their differ-
ences.
In faet, it's entirely possible that
the photographer caught me at the
verv moment I Yevtushenko) was
denouncing "newspapers drenched
with poison" on both sides of the
Great Divide. (Would that be iron-
ic?) -
Gordon Shun
. m S
.,.Ait( COMPUTERS fSI
Lower Complains
About Voice
Carnival Coverage
Dear Editor, -
I was surprised and disappointed
that the Winter Carnival received
no coverage in the VOICE. The
academic and cultural areas of the
College are important and deserve
to receive the attention your paper
gives them, however, the recrea-
tional activities should not be ig-
nored. . .
I would like to thank aU thou
who participated in a very success-
ful weekend, including The Flakes,
Th FB3's, and The Delt-EKO'-s.
winners, of first second, and third
place, respectively. Your efforts
and enthusiasm were appreciated.
Thanks go out also to the photogra-
phers from the INDEX, The Daily.
Record, and News Services who
were at most of the events.
Cheryl M. Lower
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JERUSALEM i Former Defenseifhiitf Ariel Sharon's dismissal
from his. post was approved by the
Israeli. Parliament. Moshe Arena,
the former ambassador to the U.S.
will be returning to Israel to fin the
vacant cabinet spot Sharon is to
remain in the cabinet as a minister
without a portfolio. Sharon's dis-
missal was the result of an Israeli
commission's findings that Sharon
was indirectly responsible for the
massacre of a group of Palestini-
ans by Christian militia last year.
- ALGIERS The PLO leaders at
the Palestinian National Council,
formed Tuesday, requested that
King Hussein of Jordan mediate in
their search for a homeland. They
want him to be involved in the talks
on Reagan's Mideast peace plan,
which calls for Palestinian self-governm- ent
with Jordan's coopera-
tion. The PLO leaders called Rea-
gan's plan "insufficient" but the
group yielded to Yassar Arafat's
plea for moderation In the negotia-
tions.
WASHINGTON A $4.3 billion
Jobs bill endorsed by House Demo-
cratic leaders has the support of
President Reagan, and they plan to
push the measure through the Con-
gress quickly. Other House mem-
bers wish to add further benefits,
such as summer youth Jobs, insula- -
, tion for low-inco-me housing and
nutritional aid for women with
small children.
A record breaking blizzard bit
the Northeast, suiting on Friday
" with a death toll now reaching to
89, Including 24 dead and 9 missing
after a coal ship sank in a violmt
storm off Virginia. A second storm
heading for the region veered off
into the Atlantic. In Washington, 23
inches fell, 21.3 inches in Philadel-
phia and 17.6 inches in New York.
SAN SALVADOR The U.S. is
urging El Salvador to establish a
peace commission and offer amnes-
ty to the rebel guerrillas so that a
peaceful settlement to the nation's
civil war might be reached. El
Salvador has pledged to set up a
panel that will attempt to make
contact with the leftist rebels in
combat with the U.S.-back- ed gov-
ernment troops. -
WASHINGTON Vice-Preside- nt
Bush reported that President Rea-
gan is considering new steps to
break up the bargaining deadlock
with the USSR over mid-ran- ge
missiles in Europe. An interim
accord might be the best way. to
reach, this goal. Bush suggested.
Meanwhile, following Bush's 7-na-- tion
tour of Europe, the West Euro-
pean allies urged that concrete
actions need to be taken over U.S.
deployment of missiles in Europe.
John Hinckley Jr. was in critical
condition after an apparent suicide
attempt, officials reported. Now he
is in stable condition and out of
danger. The incident was the third
since he shot and wounded the
President and three others in
March 1881. and was acquitted by
reason of insanity.
NEW YORK A federal Judge,
barred the Department of Health
and Human Services from enforc- -
v ing regulations requiring that par-
ents be notified when their teenage
daughters seek prescription contra-
ceptives from federally funded clin-
ics. Judge Henry Werker said
"there is little doubt that plaintiffs
will suffer Irreparable damage
from the operation of the regula-
tions." The department is consider-
ing an appeal.
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pively To Discuss
Urban Studies Program
.
There will be an informal meet-i- n
a concerning the GLCA European
Term in Comparative Urgan
Studies on Thursday, Feb. 24, at
8:00 PM in Babcock Lounge. The
program's Director forthis coming
fall. Prof. Michael Dively. will be
nresent to discuss his olans for the
program. Wooster students who
have already participated in tne
program will be on hand to discuss
their experiences, show slides and
answer questions about this off-camp-us
study option.
Each fall term the college oi
Wooster through the Great Lakes
Colleges Association soonsors a Eu
ropean travel study program in
Urban Studies. Through lectures,
field trips and individual field
work, students become acquainted
with the comparative study of ur--
banism in the English, Dutch, and
Yugoslavian contexts.
A faculty member from one of
the GLCA colleges and two gradu-
ate assistants lead the group.
usually consisting of 30 students. In
the past, the Faculty Directors
have Included Historians, Geogra-
phers, Planners, and Economists.
In each city visited, the students
seek to ascertain the historical and
cultural contexts which have
shaped the city, the political, eco-
nomic, social, and eeoeraohic
forces now impinging on the city,
and the various public policies oy
which the city hopes to improve its
future.
The European Urban Term com-
mences in early September and
officially terminates in 'early De-cem- ber(a participant can stay in
Private Aid
Now Available
For Students
Students In need of financial aid
for next fall, should begin now to
apply for the thousands of scholar-
ships being offered by private foun-
dations, trade and civic groups and
other sources.
There are over 25,000 different
scholarships available, according
to the director of The Scholarship
Bank. Scholarships are available
from tax exempt, foundations that
are required by - law to make a
certain amount of financial aid
available each year in order to
maintain their tax-exem- pt status.
The Scholarship Bank matches
students with available aid and
sends the student a print-ou-t of the
private financial aid sources that
appear to be most promising for
Dixon Uses
Continued from Page 1
to an Isolated college. Even if there
was the remote chance that it
would be a sellout, there would be
the problem of notifying people
from around the state by advertis-
ing or word of mouth.
And besides this question of eco-
nomic feasibility, I feel that Ken
Dixon has been selfish in his choice
of Jerry Garcia. Not because be is
a fan, but because this concert is
supposed to be for THE STU-
DENTS OF WOOSTER COLLEGE,
not some "Dead Head" from Tole-
do, Ohio. With only 300 signatures
out of an on campus population of
1,700, 1 hardly would call the Jerry
Garcia concert in the best interest
of the majority of students. Why
Europe longer if desired since an
open-ende- d return flight ticket is
issued). The first few days of the
program consists of orientation lec
tures so that a common theoretical
and empirical urban base is shared
by the group.
The tour starts in the unique
nation of Yugoslavia. Several days
are spent being introduced to the
unique politico-econom- ic system in
Yugoslavia in the modern Alpine
city of Ljubljana, then to the anci-
ent, mysterious -- '.city of Sarejevo.
Then it's another week on the
Adriatic coast and the breathtaking
splendor of Dubrovnik and Split
Then It's an overnight train to the
Netherlands. Studies are conducted
in quaint Amsterdam and bustling
Rotterdam to consider the particu-
lar urban problems created in this
prosperous but overcrowded land,
much of which is below sea leveL
The next two weeks are spent
focusing on the London metropolis
and the English urban culture it
represents. A "new town" will be
visited.
Finally, in early November, the
group breaks up to engage in Inde-
pendent Study projects for a
month. In early December the
group reassembles briefly to share
results of their projects, evaluate
the program, and engage In the
traditional end-of-the-progr- am "ur-ban-fes- t".
The final written report
on the Independent Study project
submitted during the following Feb
ruary, ends the student's formal
participation on the program.
George Galster is Program Cam--
pns Representative. -
that student Each student may
receive up to 50 sources of aid.
Most scholarships have a value of
approximately $1,000, and many
are renewable annually. Financial
need is only one of several criteria
to receive aid. According to The
Scholarship Bank, major in college,
occupational goal, geographic pref-
erence, military service of the stu-
dent or his parent, employer, union
membership, academic standing,
ethnic heritage, and whether the
student is interested in work-stud-y,
loans, essay contests and the. like
all determine eligibility for aid.
Students wishing to receive a
print-ou- t should send a stamped,
business-siz- e self addressed enve-
lope to The Scholarship Bank, 10100
Santa Monica Blvd., 750, Los An-
geles, Calif. 90067. A questionnaire
for the student to fill out describing
himherself will be sent back to the
student and the applicant then can
receive the personalized informa-
tion.
Voice
not have Eddie Money or Utopia if
they wouia De more popular ana
within the cost range? And if they
are not then at least try to book
somebody that the-majori- ty of the
campus would go to see, possibly
such area orientated bands such as
"Moonlight Drive" or even Devo.
I'm not saying any of these groups
would work out but Ken, would you
please quit trying to get sympathy
for your cause by using "The
Voice" as a vehicle for your own
selfish reasons. To lay it on the
line, quit whining about Jerry Gar-d- a
and make some sort of effort to
sign somebody that the majority(or at least more than 300). of
Wooster students would like to see.
Ned Kirby
Box 2014
it " Jri
Here
At
Wooster
Drinan To Lecture
By SUSAN FIGGE
How do we view our Latin Ameri
can neighbors? As suppliers of
cocaine and marijuana and of and
endless stream of illegal aliens? As
our allies in the fight against com-
munism? As the authors and vic-
tims of uncertain revolutions? As'
tools in the Soviet Cold War Kit? As
a vast resource of raw materials?
Two weeks ago the Administra
tion found itself in the awkward
position of having to explain the
wounding of an American military
advisor in El Salvador the first
American military casualty of the
war. Again the questions are
raised: does the United States have
the right to interfere In the Inter-
nal political affairs of Latin Ameri
can countries? Does it interfere?
How does it interfere?
In his talk on Tuesday evenire in
McGaw Chapel at 8:15 p.m., this
winter's Morris Lecturer. Robert
F. Drinan, S.J.. will explore "'The
Reagan Admlnstration and Central
America."
Robert Drinan holds degrees
from Boston College, Gregorian
University in Rome,, and George-
town University Law Center. A
Jesuit priest he is a Professor of
Law at Georgetown University Law
School and served as a member of
Congress from 1971-198- 1.
His publicatons include neugion.
The Courts and Public Policy
(1963), The Right to be Educated
(1968), Democracy, Dissent and
Disorder (1969), Vietnam and Ar-
mageddon (1969) and Honor the
Promise: America's Commitment
tn Israel (1977). Dornan has trav
eled extensively on human rights
missions to El Salvador, Guatema-
la and Nicaragua.
Korn On Sociobiology
Is one morality as good as any
other? On what grounds might we
make this judgment? How do we
emerge from the "Soup of Relativ-
ism" and steer a course between
the "Moralists" and the "Canni-
bals?" -
At Wednesday's convocation,
Fred Korn, Department of Philoso-
phy, will. suggest ways in which
studying our species scientifically
may help us to say which morality
is the right one for human beings.
If we can once arrive at an under-
standing of our true nature, then
we can say what Is good for us and
bow we should be good.
It is an old idea, says Professor
Korn, Students who have read Pla-
to's Republic will rcognlse the
method. But in Professor Korn's
Pft 3
talk the data about human nature
and the conclusions based on it are
drawn from a relatively new sci-
ence sociobioogy which
claims to bring the perspectives of
evolutionary theory and of popula-
tion genetics to bear on morality
and the social sciences.
Born in Highland Park, Michi-
gan. Korn received his BA In Phi-
losophy from the University of
Michigan and UCLA and his MA
and Ph.D. in Philosophy from the
University of Michigan. His Ph.D.
thesis. Dissolving the Problem of
Political Obligation, was apparent-
ly widely influential, since, ne ob-
serves, virtually no one worries
about political obligation any more.
Prof. Korn has taught at City
University of New York and at
Washington University. He has
published a paper on Moral Justin- - .
cation. His paper on Promising:
Where People Don't Promise (co-author-ed
with Shulamith Dektor)
all appear in the April number of
Ethics. The research on promising,
which refutes the claim that prom-
ising is present in all human socle-- '
ties, was carried out in the Kind-go- m
on Tonga and was supported
by a grant from the National Insti-
tute of Mental Health.
Professor Korn is also a runner
who has participated in the Cleve-
land, Boston and New York Mara-
thons. -
Liberal Arts Blues
. For those in the depths of WinterQuarter questioning the uses of the
liberal arts. Donald Helm an. distin-
guished scholar of English romati-cis- m.
will speak Thursday evening
at 8:15 p.m. In Mackey Hall on
"What to Do Before the Deluge."
Prof. Reiman describes his talk
as useful to students facing the
world and wondering how to live
successfully during times of crisis
and confusion. He will discuss sci-
ence.' philosophy, religion and the
arts as resources in the face of
life's inevitable tragedies.
Donald Reiman, a Phi Beta Kap-
pa graduate of the College of Woos-
ter. received his MA and PHD.
Degrees from the University of
Illinois. He taught at Duke Univer-
sity and the University of Wiscon-
sin in Milwaukee before becoming
the editor of Shelley and his Circle
at the Carl H. Pforzheimer Library
in New York City. He has held
adjunct professorships at City Uni-
versity of New York and at Colum-
bia University ' and Saint Johns
Unversity. He has published many
books, including two major studies
of Shelley, and is a bibliographer
who has placed students of British
19th century literature greatly in
his debt
In 1981 Prof. Reiman received'
the degree of Doctor of Letters
from the College of Wooster. He
began to draft his talk on the
Deluge after that visit.
'Bedroom Farce'
Plays Tonight
"Bedroom Farce," a comedy by
Alan Ackbourn, will be presented
tonight and 'tomorrow at 8:15 p.m.
in the Freedlander Theater' at The
College of Wooster.
The 10th annual college-communit- y
production, the play is directed
by Dr. W, Stanley Schuts.
Ticket information is available
from Freedlander Box Office, (216)
283-200- 0, ext 224L Box office hours
are from noon to 2 p.m. and 4--8
p.m. on weekdays and from 10--1
p.m. on Saturday.
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BOOKS IN REVIEW
Cheever Creates Paradise
. By DAVID MEANS
Kurt Vonnegut Dead-Ey-e Dick.
Hardbound Delacorte Press, 237
p.p. 14.95.
John Cheever, Ob What a Paradise
It Seems, Paper Back, 2.50 105 p.p.
Ballantine.
A failure! On the back cover of
Kurt Vonnegut's latest book is a
picture of him lounging peacefully
on a plush, expensive couch. I have
two theories about this picture: A.)
Vonnegut is sleeping, hopefully
dreaming up a book that is much
better then Dead Eye Dick. B.)
Vonnegut is really dead, and the
book was actually written as a Sr.
I.S. and it barely got a satisfactory
grade. Of course nothing is more
dangerous than an undergrad E li
glish major calling a Kurt Vonne-
gut book a failure. No, we don't
come down on the king of pop-underground-absurdist'f- iction
like
-- that. I guess I'll just have to take
the risk.
I have been a Vonnegut fan for
little
boy, is given the key to his father's
huge gun collection and then pro-
ceeds to shoot a pregnant woman
who is three miles away and by
pure chance happens to be in the
way of the bullet Absurd? yes,
funny, no. The apotheosis of the
entire novel seems to be this event
And why does Vonnegut place reci-
pes for gourmet dinners throughout
the narrative? This is a book full of
holes, full of a vast number of
typical Vonnegut events, but with-
out direction, without the links
holding it together.
Another dangerous thing for un-
dergrad English majors to do is to
make rash, vague, assumptions
about the writer. Here it goes: this
book seems to be showing us a
writer who is straining to be ab-
surd, who must come up with some
weird new ideas to top all the other
ones he's written ... the result is
nothing but mush. Vonnegut's well
is dry. or he's feeling a little too
confident in his highrise plush New
York apartment Once he was the
king of the underground writers, a
guardian of the lower class cause.
Dead-Ey- e Dick is to pop fiction
what the Big Mac is to fine foods,
it's a little dry, made quickly and
itH make some money. How could
it not make money at fourteen
dollars a copy!
John Cheever was one of those
writers who grew up reading the
New Yorker, who wrote often for
sum) irmii'&
'THE SHAKE AND WIGGLE SPECIALISTS'
a -- s ? !
DAILY - S
CLOSED SAT A SUN.
CHECK J FREE ESI MATES
BALANCING
EXHAUST
BRAKES
SPRINGS
SHOCKS
Car Wheel Balance Special
$3.25 regular $5.23
Offer good Feb. 14 thru It only
Call For An Appointment
242-559- 4 22 2M1
'544 Sprucw St.. Wooslr, Ohio
the New Yorker, and who really
understood the nature of city life.
the nature of the modern American
culture. Before he died he finished
a short but wonderful novel, Ob
What A Paradise It Seems. It has
finally arrived in paper back and it
many years and I've seen ninv
write some sharp, smooth fiction
with themes that seemed deep and 'Cheever Sees 2 DaSIC
important. Dead Eye Dick seems to humanity that pervades
lack that solid thematic structure nvfr tfrhnn1n&V hethat books like Slaughter House Zi?Fire had. The only theme that I Sees a KWd Of human-coul- d,,
find seemed to deal with gun neSS that SOeS beVODd.
control nouaoipn nuu.
is indeed a classic. This is one of
the best books of the year, although
it is unlikly to be a big hit Being
only a hundred pages long has kept
it off the best-sell- er list; people
don't like to buy short books.
When the New York Times Book
Review called this book "Perfect
Period." They were not kidding. This
is the story of Lemuel Sears, a
retired businessman, who is fight-
ing to save Beasley's pond, which
has been turned into a toxic waste
dump. Cheever is basically an opti-
mist, and this is an optimist book
Sears' adventures are uplift-
ing. The owner of the story is found
in Cheever's wonderful ability to
observe our world, seeing the mod-
ern world and using his crisp con-
trol of the language to convey that
Here are some lines when he de-
scribes the bank where Sears
meets his lover:
The time of which Fm witting" was a
time in oar history when the line of
queue had been seriously challenged by
automation, particularly in banks. Cus-
tomers were urged by newspaper adver-
tisements, television and mailings to
make their deposits and withdrawals by
Inserting cards into responsive ma-
chines, but there were still enough men
and women who had mislaid their cards
or who were to lonely that they liked to
smile at a teller...
Cheever sees a basic humanity
that prevades over technology, he
sees a kind of humanness that goes
beyond.
This is a short novel, but it
reaches far beyond most books.
Sears is the kind of character that
sticks in your mind, that builds up
with thought You see an older man
falling in love with a woman, open-
ing up a new understanding of the
world. This is indeed the kind of
book we all need to read. It is
short, does not interfere with the
homework, but fills one with a
sense of wonder at our entire
world, our society, life. If I could
recommend a book this year I think
it would be Cheever's last attempt
at saying. Hay, the world is
.screwed up, the world has always
been screwed up, but we can still
go down to the beach and lie in the
sun, we can still enjoy the exiit-anc- e
that we are lucky to have, we
can all find Beaseiy ponds to save.
Read this, it's worth the time.
' 1
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A scene featuring Gollum from the Hobbit was performed
at convocation, Wednesday morning. Here, the man with
.
the monster himself. Photograph by Ifichael Veloff.
Puppet Show To Begin
SY TOM BABJUNGZB hear a mile off. They are Inclined
"The Hobbit: a puppet produc-- to be fat in the stomach; they dress
tion" will be presented Feb. 24, 25, in bright colors (chiefly green and
28 and March 4 and 5, at 7:30 p.m. yellow); wear no shoes, because
and on Feb. 27 at S p.m. in Scot their feet grow natural leathery
Auditorium. It shows all the signs soles and thick warm brown hair
of being a stellar show. like the stuff on their heads (which
The production is completely put is curly); have long clever brown
on by students of the College at no fingers, good-natur- ed faces, and ,
credit whatsoever. Each puppet is laugh deep fruity laughs (especial-handcraft- ed
by these students 4y after dinner, which they have(there are approximately 70 pup-- twice a day if they can get it)."
pets) as well as the sets, props, Anyway, this hobbit Bilbo Bag--
aenng, and other immense hurdles. . gins nis name is, goes ana out
The story is a famous fantasy by
J.R.R. Tolkien about a hobbit.
What is a hobbit? Well, in Tolkien's
words. "I suppose hobbits need
some description nowadays, since
no, I snouian't spou it tor you. u
let you go and see it for yourself. --
The production has been in the
making for over a year. The direc-
tor. Lee Reynolds, held a 'short
they have become rare and shy of course last quarter both to get
the Big People, as they Call us.
They are (or were) a little people,
about half our height and smaller
than the bearded Dwarves. Hobbits
have no beards. , .
"There is little or no magic about
them, except the ordinary every--
people interested in helping and to
get some of the puppets made, but
by far most of the work was done
this quarter in the attic of Douglass
HalL Most of the sets have been
built and are waiting for the trans-
fer to Scot Auditorium --where the
day sort which helps them to disap-- productions will be held (they can't
pear quietly ana quicsay wnen
large stupid folk like you and me
come blundering along, making a
noise like elephants which they can
Eoc& SJfoess QUeste Wecx
14 t. Ufcorty. Woostwr. Ohio
244-U3- S
MARLENE AND JOHN BAKER OWNERS
Special Student Offer with ID
Ivo a It discount with any purchase).,
Present this coupon to validate offers
COUPON VALID UNTO. FURTHER NOTICE '
be moved now because there is
another production under way, but
they will be moved this Sunday).
The rehearsals, according to the
director, are shaping up. and by
opening night will be perfect
This construction and rehearsal
schedule, however, is very taxing.
Since actors and stagehands are
the same dedicated people, every-
body spends from three to five
hours every evening on show-relate- d
projects. If they are doing this
without being paid credited or.
forced to do, it (and they are),
surely you can come-t- o see the
fruits of their labor ! .
t - Summer --employment Upward
Bound Program of Case Western
Reserve University. ' More info in
CPPS! --; - V-
Initial Phase of Computing at Wooster IThe initial year 1963--M
L New Main computer .
A. VAX 11750 (450 megabytes of memory storage) ,
',.
DMTSa-AACommuaieati- en Controller
" DMF SS-A- B Direct Memory Access
,.-FP-
Ta Fleeting Potnt ... --'- .- . T.O v .:""- -- :'
B. Additional Hardware to That Now in Use
2 additional LA1M7A Printers - .
U additional VT 101 AA Terminals
2 additional PC 100-- A Microcomputers
- PC1K1-A- A USCanada Kit
VRJ01--A Monoch. MonitorQVO 12-A-2 Op System PC 100
C. Additional Software
1. RAINBOW
S. PASCAL
S. FORTRAN
4. BASIC
5. PACS
. EZLOG
7. INGRESSg. MASS-1-1
t. SPSS
10. SAS
U.MINTTAB
rLBroadband Interactive Cable Network
A. AB buildings are connected to the cable. Wiring in some
buildings will await second and third phases of implementation.
Kauke Hall
Severance Hall
Taylor Hall
Andrews Library-Academ- ic
- Computing Center .
Mateer HaU
Lewry Center
Physical Education Center
Galpln Han
Freedlander Theatre
WishartHall
Museum
Alumni House
McGaw Chapel
Residence Halls '
Rooms to be wired in the initial phase (February-Marc- h 1S83)
nfc Hall
X. S, 4. 5 (Classrooms), IS 15 (Stat. Lab). 20, 27, 20, 20L, 41. 112.'
130, 117. 200, 201. 202. 210,214. 217. 220. 290, 281
Severance HaU
15. 103. 107. 10a. 111. 112. 210, 211; Study on 3rd floor
Taylor Han
01. 03, 00, 101 and office room adjacent 201, 204 and offices
adjacent
Mateer HaS
A 104, 100
.
. i '- - "
Loo ly Center
SAB Office - K-- . Bookstore .
Front Area
"-
-
Security
CPPS --v : Food Service-Voic- e
Scheduling
Physteal Education t --"-
Office, Exercise Physiology Lab
WIshsrtHan
115J01. Broadcasting Room
, Andrews Library
Computing Center Technical Services -- - -Library I
C. In each of the eleven residence halls a room has been
identified, will be wired and will have a PCU avaOable in the initial
phase. .
.
'
-
Additionat equipment, and anticipated additional users of com
puting faculties will require additional personnel, wttn tne
mendatioa of the Computing committee, the College is currently
advertising a new staff poetficm of AcademUr Computing Assistant
who wui perform tne following duties: ,--t:t . - v - ; - -
, ORGANIZING aencredlt experiences la word
elementary programming language.
.L,
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HarwarcTs Letter To Campus
On Computer Network System
The following is the text of an open letter to faculty, staff sad students
of the College, as issued by Ponald W. Harward, Vice-Preside- nt for
Academic Affairs. The letter concerns the status of the College's computer
and network systems. -
"
- Highlights
(1) The College of Wooster kit acquired a VAX 11750 (Digital Equipment)
. central computer with extended memory and a wide range of software. A broadband
cable network (produced by Sytek Corporation) will connect the VAX to terminal.printers, and mlcroproceaaora throughout the campus.(li) The cable network and the new VAX will provide Wooster with a system that
Is more versatile, as powerful and more, interactive than those of most liberal arts
institutions. At this time, only a few institutions (including Brown, Stanford and
Dartmouth) have installed Interactive broadband cable networks such as Wooster will
have.(ill) Thexinitial central computer purchase will also include the acquisition of
additional terminals. . printers and microprocessors. Once added to the existinghardware, the College will have in operation approximately SO terminals, printer and .
microprocessors spread throughout the campus which will be connected by the cable
network to the VAX and to each other.(iv) The-campus-w- ide broadband cable is looped underground in our current
campus ductwork. In the first phase of acquisition. 33 PCUs (devices permitting
connection to the system) are connected to the broadband network permitting
interaction among every academic building, administrative building and dormitory.
Students and faculty- - will be able to enter the system with their own microprocessors
and coupling software from any dorm and from any academic building on campus
providing invaluable assistance to those working on Independent Study and other
. research projects.(v) Nondigital uses of the cable network (including video and audio transmission)
are being planned for the entire campus in a series of phases. Target dates for the
first phase of the nondigital uses of the system have not been set.
You have probably noticed the workmen pulling cable through the steam tunnels
and emerging in various offices, residence facilities and virtually every building on
campus. The broadband cable win be installed by March, if the weather holds. Wiring
in most buildings has Just started and the initial phase of wiring for the installation of
PClTs will also be completed by early March. Our new central computer (VAX 11
750) is being snipped for installiaUon in late February. We have awaited proper air
conditioning and a platform for the VAX In its "home" in Andrews Library. Assuming
that there will be delays of various sorts, including time to expunge the predictable
malfunctions of any new system, we are looking to the first of May as a target date
for initial use of the new computer and network system. -
The initial phase of acquisition and installation includes not only the VAX but
additional clusters of microprocessors, printer end VC 1028 ('dumb' terminals). The
location of these items has not been determined, but will be determined by the
Academic Computing Committee which has provided ' overall responsibility for.
advising the College of the initial phase. , - , .
Two committees, each composed of faculty, students and staff, serve ss theplanning and implementation committees for academic computing and for non-digi- tal
uses of the cable network.
Academic Computing Committee Cable Committee
W. Snoddy A. Aikin H. Closson . O. Warner
Carl Zimmerman D. Ward B. Dykstra - M. MannC Hampton S. Bowne S. Flgge N. Nichols
V. Pett A. Stroup T. French W. Hoffman
J. BurneU A. Ball - M. Freeman T. Grant
A. Baird -
The Academic Computing Committee has been meeting since midsummer; the
Cable Committee was formed in January and its focus is much in the future.
The initial phase acquisitions have included the VAX. the broadband cable
network and associated electrical devices, academic --oriented software, additional
terminals and microprocessors and additional printers. Wiring for the network
includes every academic building, every residence hall and most other buildings on
- campus. Wiring in these buildings has been limited, in the initial phase, tar specific
locations identified by academic and student affairs departments and approved by
the Academic Computing Committee.
ORGANIZING COMPUTING workshops for College
"" '. am Man. niimi iiiiim ikii,mint, i muni, nc.
CU" I
io nuoair "
tjgg f X. MBfTtOMfc COMMtW
MS m or . mvmm j
mnwiam J
wsiTinu ana preparing computing newsletter. -MONITORING student consultants who work with computer
ers. . - -- " -
ORGANIZING AND DISTRIBUTING Computer Center docu--
COMMUNICATING information regarding new products which
nave potential use m instruction ana rosssrea.REPORTING and documenting computer, hardware -- and
software utilisation, errors, ana status.
OPERATING computing equipment at the discretion of the
Director.
ASSISTING faculty and staff in the use of computer facflites
for instructional and research purposes.
COORDINATING maintenance and service of the network and
central computer.
The College wfA continue to reouire the leadershln in eomnutincfrom Professors Carl Zimmerman and Arnold Grosablatt (on leaveiss3j. Tney nave attended (or will attend) special training
sessions from Digital Equipment. Coupled with the use of consul-
tants (and an external team to assist the College as we get the VAX
ana our caoie system up ana running;, we should nave sufficient
expertise available by the late spring and early summer period to
oversee the installation and initial utilization of the new equipment.Overseeing Installation and initial utilisation is not the same as
readying the campus (faculty, students .and staff) for the academic
uses of computing and the cable network. The educative dimension
of preparing the campus is now the central concern of theAcademic Computing Committee.
The goal of the College is to meet the academic computing needs
of its students and faculty. Every undergraduate should be provided
tbe training and the access to sophisticated computing technology
and faculty must be provided opportunities to continue research
and expand teaching emphases in areas directly utilising comput-
ing. The translation of those goals for individual staff members,
students and faculty will result in different emphases. Therefore,
there must be a variety of possible means of achieving those goals,
each Involving certain costs. '
Tbe college cannot elect the route, available at some major
universities, of providing a full computing center staff. We will
have Professors Zimmerman and Grossblstt, a new Assistant
Director of Computing, and student assistants; but there will be no
to assist members of our community who are novices(faculty, students or staff members) as well as those who are
experienced and frequent computer users (faculty, students or
staff). We must have plan that does not impede the experienced
nor intimidate the novice. -
.
. As a suggestion for Implementation in the intitial phase, the
Academic Computing committee recommends that we address the
achieving of the goals for computing at Wooster by wngmentinf
academic course work with a range of "seminars." These will be
noncredit workshops, open to students, faculty and staff on n first-co-me
basis. The seminar workshops will vary in duration and will
be repeated frequently. The instructors for these seminar workshop
wffl not he the faculty who teach CS 151, etc. but wiU be para-profession- als
tncruotng students sad interested faculty volunteers.
A suppotUto attitude will have to be encouraged: one in which
--participants can repeat elementary workshops until they feel
comfortable enough to proceed to other dimensions of an overall
educative plan. Formal course work could be the appropriate
programs may be appropriate forgroups of faculty and students in
emphases msy be the best
others; ana forming reeearen
specific arena for specialized
"ten"follow-un-" for atm' others. The
Committee's initial recommendation for immediate implementation
with phase one is that the College offer non-cre-dit workshops.
Seminars would be held in the Academic Computing Center. This
wouia oner opaan unities to iean aoout. use ana sea
Pas S
demonstrations of educational applications of microcomputer hard-
ware and software. The classroom would contain representative
microcomputers and peripherals from major manufacturers, in-
cluding Apple EU Digital. GIGL nad Terak microcomputers. There
wow oe a unrary ox sonware avauaote to try out on tne
equipment. The classroom would be available for Iwads-o- a expert- -
i oy leuma, zacuuy ana sun.Suggested(lTbow a seminar wonshone:Computer." A nua ealim lecturedamento Talk --coma
una offering faculty, staff, and students sa introduction to theJargon of computing. Emphasis will be so introducing a rang of
uses, instractionsl research and personal uses. The seminar is for
the aninitiatod and will help remove the "fear of machines."(2) "What Do I have to Knew to Use Computerr" A oae-saati- oa
lecturedemonstration followed by a session off sas ea omtdiacussioa of the specific needs you think you wish to meet with
uses of a computer. (The one sa one eassioas would be with student
assistants in the Computing Center.)
- (1) Purchasing a Microcomputer. A ens session lecturedemon-
stration of various microprocessors. A survey of available bard-wa-re
with emphasis on needs best served by particular models.(4) Special Software Package Semiaars(a) SPSS on the VAX
, (b) SHAZAM on the VAX(e) MTN1TAB on the VAX '(d) VAX BASIC
' (5) Word rTocoashig I sad Word Professing H. Word ProcessingI: Elementary use of theVAX editor andor adcroeom outer editors,
sufficient for work on 5-10-- page simple papers. Word Processing II:Advanced use of editors for the inclusion of tableacharts. footnotes,bibliographic work, sad perhaps other features (varied type-style- s,
subscripting, ete ). .(0) Introduction to the VAX. A two-sessl- oa lecturediscussioa
concentrating oa the VAX 11750. Participants will learn languageinstructions, adddresaing modes, and aimpie applications. Sessions
will also include operators and the function of various gates.Intended for current users of BstteUsoa the TERAK System.(7) Programming la PASCAL. A oaa session lecturedemoasta
Hon outlining the PASCAL language. Overview of the differencesbetween VAX PASCAL and UCSDPASCAL. What aeeds to be done
to make my UCSD PASCAL program run ea the VAX? Problem at
conversion of PASCAL programs, new features on the VAX.(0) Introduction to BASIC Programming. A thru saaatoa semi-
nar on the BASIC programming language. Partletpaata will develop
skills in utilizing BASIC statements. Suggeeted tor those withinterest andor experience in programming who wish to develop
programing axuis .ea a microcomputer system and for
students.(0) Advanced BASIC Programming. A three-sessi- on i
emphasising programming techniques ia the BASIC programminglanguage. Intended for those who have mastered beginning BASIC,
this seminar win cover such topics as the use of graphics, colors,
sad the creation of files for data collection. Pre roqulilto;introduction to BASIC Provrammmg. -(10) Preramming te FORTRAN. A fir loa lecturedemcu--
strathm outlining the FORTRAN laneuare. Emphasis will be placed
oa uses and formulation of typical FORTRAN suactuie. Fartiopanta
wffl learn how to obtain Information ea specific commands from
reference manuals, and the will mma n email reetienCompetency la BASIC Is assumed. , - .
. Some of these "seminars" will be offered as soon as the systemis workmg this spring.' ethers win aorta this summer end all of
them (or ethers even mere suitable) wiil have to be ready bv Fall
Semester. - -
The new central com outer, adrttfinail nmliihsials and aatwarh
system will make a eeasiderable Impact oa the campus, but it Is
only the initial phase. Much meter wfll have to be done ia
to meet the aeeds and goals of our faculty sad ,Bpmsals --occur --and directions amors' a. I shall.
report jhem to the community jm a aicoaa open letter oa tnis topic.
nsasm w.-stnrwar- a
far academic Attain .
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Jazz Ensemble To Feature
Works By Wooster Grad
--
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The ghost of Don Rice will haun..
the halls of Freedlander Theater
when the College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble performs in its annual
winter concert on Tuesday. Feb.
22nd. at 8:15 p.m.
Last fall Rice wrote to Director
Stuart Ling and asked if he would
consider programming a new chart
with this year's ensemble. Upon
receiving an affirmative reply.
Rice sent not only the" arrangement,
but also a lengthy cassette tape
upon which he recorded extensive
comments on how the piece should
be performed. The tune is entitled.
"Fun for Some." but Ling indicates
that "everyone will enjoy the mu-
sic, which excludes the energetic
musical personality of the compos-
er."
Rice, who completed three unde-
rgraduate degree programs at
Wooster (two in music and one in
is currently working as afeology)
ab geologist in California, but finds
time to practice his saxophone and
piano a couple of hours each eve-
ning, and also makes time to com-
pose and arrange, and even to play
a gig now and then. A few days ago
he called Ling and asked if the
ensemble is ready for another new
chart. Ling's response tothat was,
"if we can handle it, we'U play it
on our May concert."
As might be expected, the Rice
tune features saxes, in this case
Laura Rickard on alto and Bill St.
John on tenor. The Feb. 22nd con-
cert will also give solo opportuni-
ties to other players.
Chris Hale, pianist, .will have
several chances, and especially on
"Sweet Georgia Brown," and "88
Basie Street." Roger Miller,
trombonist, will grab the spotlight
on "Country Road." "Jelly Roll
'and "Four for Flip." Others who
will play solos include Dale Grubb,
Wes Taylor, and Chuck Craig(trumpet), Mark Henn (bass trom-
bone), Ty Williams (also sax), Joe
Incavo (bass), Mc Squier (guitar),
and Jonathan Miller (drums).
K3
far
The program will include several
styles of jazz, from dixieland,
through swing, bebop, and Jazz-roc- k.
The group's popularity has
risen as evidenced by the fact that
their last concert drew a standing
room only crowd in Freedlander.
The doors will open at 7:30 p.m.
and there is no admission charge-fo- r
college personnel or students.
Scotties Annihilate
Polar Bears
BY DON SANDFORD
The women swimmers finished
off their dual meet season last
Wednesday with a powerful 109-3-5
victory over the Polar Bears of
Ohio Northern University.
The Scotties were led by triple
winner Marie Neumer, who took
the 100 and 200 Individual Medley,
as well as the 50 freestyle.
Co-Capta- in Sherri Sterling quali
fied for Nationals in the 200 free
style with a clocking of 2:00.49 andjoined forces with Amy Russ. Jen
Rodgers, and Senior Co-Capta- in
EllaRomig.
Sophomore Susan Allan swam a
blistering 2:19.98 to qualify for
Nationals in the 200 butterfly. She
went on to take second in the 200
backstroke, which was won by
teammate Karen Christen.
Other winners for the Scotties
were: Lisa Bove (1000 freestyle),
Jen Rodgers (500 freestyle), Bizzie
Rathgeber (200 breaststroke), and
Diane Gorgas (3 meter diving).
The Scotties are at Oberlin this
weekend, competing for the State
championship.
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The great Wooster Jazz Band
the dinner hour. Photograph by
EARYf
gave a small performance in Lowry Pit Wednesday during
Franz Jantzen..
wattBn
at
2730 Cleveland Rd.
Hours for Winter months:
Monday thru Saturday a.m. to p.
Sunday 7 a.m. to t p.m.
Weekender Special: $575
Riboyo steak, soup, ' '
salad bar, and potatoes
Special good Saturdays between S p.m. and
Student I.D. applicable.
n.p.
9 p.m.
Scots Succumb To
By PETE BOTTI ..
The Fighting Scots proved to
sport fans this past week that they
can play with any top quality team
on any given night They nearly
swept two nationally ranked teams,
Wittenberg and Muskingum.
. ranked ninth and 15th, respectively,
in NCAA Division III, improving
their record to 11-1- 1 (6-5- ).
After losing a disheartening con-
test to Wittenberg 53-5- 0, the Scots
rebuilt their morale by outlasting
Muskingum 57-5-6.
On Feb. 12, after absorbing a
disappointing loss at the hands of
Wittenberg, the Scots visited New
Concord, Ohio, with the hope of
upsetting Muskingum, a feat not
done too often in their gymnasium.
The Muskies had come up on the
winning end 28 out of' their last 29
games. Furthermore, Muskingum
had outstanding credentials: they
were tied for the. OAC; they beat
the number one team, Scrantdn, in
Division III earlier in the season.
Even more, they possessed a spar-
kling performer, Myron Dulkoski,
who was averaging 18.0 points per
game.
Wooster was determined to give
the Muskies a battle from the
outset, as they exchanged leads,
with no team ahead by more than
four points throughout the whole
game. The Scots employed a varie-
ty of defenses to keep the Muskies
offensively off-balanc- ed. The Scot
defense proved to be adequate, as
they limited Dulkoski to eight
points, and outre bounded them 23-1- 1,
with Ron Beal and Jesse-Smit- h
"grabbing five rebounds- - apiece, .- -
However, Muskingum connected"
on 62 percent of their field shots in
both halves, while the. Scots only
made 44 percent of their field goal
shots. Wooster compensated for
. their inferior statistic by convert-
ing on 10 of 11 of their foul shots, to
remain even with the Muskies at
halftime, 28-2-6.
Chris Thomas, who finished with "
12 points for the game, and Mike
Sheridan, a substitute, scored six
points a piece in the first half to
lead the Scots. In addition to Sheri-
dan's arousing play, Wooster re
20 VARIETIES
Hro House wlcoms bock C.O.W. students .from
their break. EKO's will be starting their deliveries
Wednesday. January 1. -
Delivery schedule Is as follows:
StSS-SsS- S.
'tf-s- M .
ttZS-trf-S
trfS-ISsI- S'
lttis-ist- M
ItrtS-llt- M
HOURS
SUN 4 PM-t- O 30 PM
MON-THUf-tS
WW AM- - 10:30 PM
FRI-SA- T
10:30 AM-MIONIO- HT COMPLETE
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But Outlast Huskies
ceived help from Eri Short, also a
player off the bench, who contribut-
ed 10 points. "We got excellent sup-
port from the bench in Eric (Short)
and Mike (Sheridan)," said a jubi-
lant Wooster Coach Brown.
In the second half, Alan Wentz
sparked the Scots, scoring 10 of his
total 12 points, mostly in clutch
situations. With 1:35 remaining, the
Scots down 56-5-3, Wentz connected
on an 18 foot jump shot to cut the
margin to 56-5-5. Then Muskingum
stalled for over a minute, but with
:28 left the Scots regained posses-
sion of the ball, as Wentz dribbled
to the top of the key, waited while
the Scots cleared out the right side
of the court, and drove hard to the
. basket His shot off the glass was
successful, and the Scot regained
the lead for good at 57-5- 6. The
Muskies managed to get off a
desperation 30-fo- ot jump shot but
it fell short
On Wednesday, Feb. 9, the Scots
lost to visiting Wittenberg, a lineup
with all five starters from last
year's OAC championship team, 53-5-0
that included two gimme free
throws for the Tigers after the
game had ended.
Wooster played extremely well
both offensively and defensively in
the first half. The Scots scored
many of their baskets off the Wit-
tenberg press. At times, when the
Scots were unable to get baskets off
the press, they set up their patient
offense. They penetrated well in-
side, with Chris Thomas asserting
himself underneath, as he scored 12
of his game-hig-h 22 points in the
first half. When Wooster shot from
the perimeter, they rarely missed,
as they connected on 75 percent of
their shots. Beal, the Scots' outside
shooting ace, pumped in 10 of his 18
points in the first half.
On the other hand, the Tigers got
off 30 shots to Wooster's 16, but
were cold, as they only made 37
percent of their shots. A major
reason why . Wittenberg attempted
so many shots was because they
got a lot of offensive rebounds,
thereby gaining second shot oppor-
tunities. The Tigers putrebounded
the Scot 15--8 in the first half, and
OF 15" HEROES
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141 N. Sever St.
Wooster, Ohio
DMSM CARRY OUT SERVICE
for the game, 23-1- 7. Wooster's
Smith hauled down six of his team-hig- h
nine rebounds in the first half.
. In the beginning of the second
half, the Tigers pawed their way
back, scoring four unanswered
buckets to take the lead at 31-3-0
with 16:46 remaining. Wittenberg
applied an intense press on the
Scots, thereby causing the Scots to
lose some of their offensive stabili-
ty. Subsequently, the Tigers vastly
improved their 37 percent field goal
shooting to 78 percent in the second
half, while the Scots cooled off to 36
percent
With a little over 11 minutes
remaining and down 45-4- 2, the
Scots went into a stall, a strategy
that started controversy. "I wanted
.to give us a chance to win ... the
start of the second half really hurt
us," said a disappointed Coach
Brown. "I wanted to give my
players the best opportunity, to
win."
The strategy seemingly backfired
though, as the Scots turned the ball
over twice. Wittenberg then built a
seemingly comfortable 49-4- 2 lead.
With 5:15 remaining, and the
Scots down by seven points, it
seemed virtually hopeless because
they were physically drained by
the stronger Tigers. Nevertheless,
the Scots surged back to take the
lead on a jump shot by Beal with
1:37 remaining.
When Wittenberg got the ball
back, they proceeded to shoot a 20-foot- er
and missed, and the Scots'
hopes for an upset looked obtaina
ble. Unfortunately, a Tiger got the
.ball, and went up for a lay-u- p and
missed, but went back up immedi-
ately to bank in the second shot for
the go-ahe- ad points with 1:09 to
play.
A questionable decision at thisjuncture of the game was the
shunning of Wooster's last timeout
to set up the final play. "That gives
the other team time to change a
defense and you have to concern
yourself with getting all the in
bounds." said Brown. But the final
play went askew after Beal got an
errant pass, and fired up a 30 foot
turnaround jumper that missed
with three seconds left
Tomorrow, the Scots travel to
Otterbein, hoping to keep Ron
Stewart, who averages 31.8-pp- g.
and the leading scorer in Division
III, under control. The Cardinals. 6-- 14
as of last Saturday's results, are
a fast breaking and full-cou- rt pres-
sure team, averaging 74 points per
game.
MAESETOOCCCI
CHEESE KPFE20NI SAUSAGE
MUSHROOM ANCHOYES
rEPTEkSeOMONS .
AISO UNBAKED PIZZA TO GO
fin
VAH3&
RESTAURANT
COOCTAR LOUNGE
OPEN WBXDAYS $ ft TO 1 AM
T A SATURDAY f PM TO 1 M
SUNDAY CAMY-OU-T OM.Y ,
5 PM TO ISAM
aOSEDTUB
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.losing to a small school power
house, George Williams College. , .
. "Their reputation as one of the
top small schools volleyball teams
in the country intimidated us, not
their play," said Wooster coach
Pam Smith, after losing 15-- 8, 15-- 0,
15-- 7. The Spikers felt that they
played well against George Wil-
liams, but not to their full potential,
and were disappointed with their
early performance.
Against Michigan, the Spikers
opened up their play at bit more
and were able to down the Wolver- -
Jgssss
"THE PIZZA WITH THE BIG
SECRET'
262- -7136
263- -0190
PagsT
''
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Marietta won over the Wooster Scots in a 61-5-9 overtimegame last Wednesday. Photograph by Michael VelofL
Scots Spike Wolves
With Best Of Five
By DAN SCHULTE '.
The Scot Spikers excited the
Wooster crowd last weekend as
they downed the University of
Michigan Wolverines in a best of
five match. However, the Spikers
started the day on a sour note
ines 7-1- 5. 15-1- 1. 15-- 7. 8-1-5, 154. In
the second game of the match,
after losing the first game of the
series, the Scots found themselves
losing 2-1- 1. The Spikers were then
sparked Into action by some big
serves by Tod Edel, Pete Padolik,
and Kirk Shoger, and several spec-
tacular defensive plays by Todd
Burns and Larry Bishop.
The Spikers scored - 3 straight
unanswered points to win 15-1-1 in
the second game. Their momentum
aided the Scots as they totally eon-troll-ed
the third game. In the
fourth game Michigan came- - on
strong with some extermely accur-
ate shots down the line hitting to
stop the Scots momentum. The fifth
and deciding game was an all out
war between the schools for the
first half of the game. The Scots
then broke sway with some tough
serving provided by Edel and some
solid blocking by Brian Boyd and
Bishop. .
Next week, the Scots will be
preparing for a two day road trip to
Indiana to play an experienced
Indiana Purdue University Fort
Wayne team and Earlham College.
TMS
mRW--
GHOP
In The College Hills Shopping Center
Phone 262-88- 46
Paget
Bentler, Leslie Hot
In B-B- all Action
Nichols Named
'Coach of Year'
By NSC Chiefs
BY QUINCY ADAMS
The Scotties split their last two
games, both away, besting Baldwin--
Wallace by the score of 55--3
Thursday, and then losing to Den-sio-n,
in a game played at the foul
line 45-5- 7.
The Baldwin Wallace Yellow
Jackets had a tough team, but
lacked, depth; the key to the Scot-tie- s
victory was aggressive play
under the boards. The strategy of
both teams was to go inside on
offense and to play hard aggressive
defense. The first half was dictated
by sluggish passing by the Scotties
and missed field goal attempts.
Their strong defense, however,
kept them in charge of the game,
leading throughout the first half.
Marl Beth Bentler. 5'10" sopho-
more forward, turned in the best
first half performance with 11
points and 6 rebounds.
The Scotties finished the half
ahead 29-2- 3.
The battle under the boards was
a draw, each team getting 18 re-
bounds. Baldwin-Wallac- e averaged
about 70 points per game before
this showing and so the Scotties
knew that they could not sit on a
lead.
Wooster came out hot in the
second half going inside to Kris
Leslie and Bentler. The offense was
getting second and third chances
controlling the offensive boards.
Yellow Jacket Brenda Deloney got
into foul trouble early in the second
half and forced her to the bench,
opening the B-- W defense inside and
allowing Wooster to pull away with
a solid lead. The defense for the
Scotties continued to be tough in
the second half, forcing B-- W to
shoot from outside. Wooster would
increase the lead to up to 17 points
and never let B-- W closer than 10.
The second half team rebounding
showed that the Scotties dominated
the boards beating the Yellow
Jackets 30-1- 5. The outstanding
player was Bentler who scored 15
points had 12 rebounds and 3 steals.
Leslie had 20 points as Darlene
Kemp and Amy Smith repeatedly
found her open underneath having 7
and 4 assists respectively.
After coming off the victory over
B-- W, the Scotties traveled to Deni--
son, where they faced the. opportun
ity to capture first place in the
CAC Denison, a much stronger
team, both in size and depth, chal-
lenged the Scotties to play better
than they did against B-- W.
The game started with Denison's
6'1" center hitting an inside shot
over Leslie. The Scotties had to
close in on Denison's center to
control her offensive threat -- Com
ing back at the other end of the
court were Leslie who scored on an
offensive rebound and Darlene
Kemp who made 2 of her 7 game
assists to give Wooster a 6-- 2 lead.
Wooster held onto a slim lead until
the midway mark of the first half
when the Scotties committed their
sixth personal foul, allowing Deni-
son's high scoring forward Jones to
score 2 of her 12 points from tne
charity stripe. At the 9 minute
mark the Scotties were down 12-1-4, 1
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with both Chapman and Kemp
benched because of foul trouble.
Guard Amy Smith moved down
low on Wooster zone defense,
while freshmen Betty Title and
Molly Totten played up top.
Denison had gone to the foul line
13 times and converting 10 they had
13 rebounds and 7 field goals.
Wooster put in one more field goal
than Denison and Teat them on the
rebounds by 3 but went to the foul
line only 7 times hitting on 4
occasions.
In the second half, with Chapman
and Kemp back in the game. Woos
ter quickly tried to score. A basket
by Kemp and then an assist to
Smith followed by "Velvet" Chap
man hitting two buckets-I- n a row
put Wooster down by one point, 28-2- 9.
The lead see-saw- ed for the first
8 minutes of the second half when
once again the Scotties went into
the penalty sending Denison to the
foul line.
Denison's Jones hit four consecu-
tive foul shots to give Denison a 36-3-9
lead. At the 6 minute mark
Wooster was down by 5 but Betsy
Deeter came from the bench to
score two baskets on hard earned
SiX PER ROOM
$195
FOUR PER ROOM
$209
offensive rebounds making the
score 44-4- 5. -
Tomorrow at 2 p.m. Wooster
hosts a strong Bluffton squad for
their final game of the regular
season. Bluffton is coached by
Wooster graduate , and ex-Scot- tie
Kim Fisher. ,
A final note on the Scotties is a
congratulations to Coach Nan Ni-
chols who has been nominated Na-
tional Small College Coach, of the
Year.
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
PRESENTS
SPRING BREAK NBAYTONA BEACH
MARCH 18 - 27, 1983
ECHO TRA VtX, INC.
MC1S2S71F
TRIP INCLUDES
Round trip motor coach transportation via nsodern highway
coaches to Daytona Beach. Florida leaving Friday. March IS.
Seven nigra sttccwmodatkns at the exciting Run Hotel of
Daytona Beach. Located at 600 North Atlantic Are it m the
most demanded hotel cm the strip at that time.
A truly great schedule of activities including oar famous
pool deck parties and belly flop contest.
Optional excursions available to Disney World, Epcot, and
several other attractions.
Numerous bar and restaurant discounts.
The services of full time travel representatives.
All taxes and gratuities.
Guaranteed kitchenette w oceanfront available at small
additional charge. (4 per room only)
A QUALITY TRIP -- ALOWPRICE-- A GREAT TIME
The Plaza H otel, located right in the middle of the strip, is definitely the place to be during . .
spring break. Ask anyone who has been to Daytona. The hotel has a pool, big party deck,
restaurant, four bars, color TV, air conditioned rooms and plenty of activities. Pictures arc
available where you sign up. Our motor coaches are nothing but the highest quality highway
coaches. We also give you more extras with our trip than anyone else. Don Now it and go on
a lower quality trip. LAST YEAR OVER 8,00 PEOPLE ENJOYED THIS TRIP.
.
SIGN UP NOW AT THE-
-'
STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD OFFICE
BETWEEN 9 AM-- 4 PM
OR CALL 263-25- 53
OR263-2C5- 0
